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Did they think that makes it better?
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Since announcing their COVID-19 drug, pharmaceutical companies like Pfizer and Moderna have come under
intense scrutiny for how they supposedly rushed trials, hid crucial data, and even committed fraud. While the
Biden administration continues to support the COVID-19 jab and currently the FDA is discussing approving the
drug for children under five years old, recently, Pfizer admitted to fraud. To make it worse, not only did they not
fight the fraud claims against them, but they suggested that it wasn’t necessarily fraud, given that the government
was in on it.
Although an absurd claim, in the video below, attorney Robert Barnes, who is representing whistleblower Brook
Jackson, said, “the Pfizer clinical trials were riddled not only with error but with fraudulent and false
certifications to the US government. That’s the suit. What’s fascinating is Pfizer has moved to dismiss the case,
and their grounds to dismiss, as they repeated in the scheduling conference we had this week, is that it doesn’t
matter if they submitted fraudulent certifications to the government. It doesn’t matter if they submitted false
statements under penalty of perjury to the government. It doesn’t matter if they lied about the safety and efficacy
of these drugs mislabeled, in my opinion, as vaccines.”
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MORE NEWS: This Is Just the Start: COVID Was an Opportunity to Probe Defenses for the Next Determined
Assault [VIDEO]
Discussing what is next for Pfizer, Barnes explained, “So they’ll be able to limit some discovery, but not as much
as I think they wanted to. And it was a fascinating defense to say, ‘yeah, maybe we lied. But even if we did, it
doesn’t matter because some high-ranking government people were in on the lie.’ I don’t think that’s going to be
a defense that the courts are ultimately going to buy, but it entitles us to discovery in the interim, so it’s going to
be Brooke Jackson’s case marches onward. Probably the biggest whistleblower False Claims Act, maybe in the
history of the United States.”
As mentioned above, Pfizer is currently seeking an Emergency Authorization Use request from the FDA. The
panel of experts reviewing the request heard from Dr. Harvey Klein, who declared, “The best treatment you can
do is to leave these children alone under God’s care, and failing to do that, then your only purpose is to name and
kill. That clearly being the case, the FDA should change its name to the JMI, the Josef Mengele Institute.” He
added, “If you want to experiment, do it on yourselves. Don’t think that for 1 second that God is not aware of
your very nefarious and murderous plans and actions. If you haven’t forbid going through with mandating
vaccines for innocently helping children, you will burn in hell for eternity.”
Learn How To Protect Your Life Savings From Inflation and An Irresponsible Government, With Gold
and Silver
Online users gave their take, writing, “The Global Elites’ are committing the most egregious crimes against
Humanity! The ‘Gain of Function’ medical experiments in Communist China’s Government’ Bioweapon
Laboratory, in Wuhan, which Anthony Fauci applied for grants from The United States Government Agencies to
genetically modify and engineer Human cells and Bat cells to make it possible to transmit The Corona Virus and
modify the SARS2 Virus to create a Pandemic for control of Humanity is sickening. Gates and Fauci should be
sentenced accordingly for Treasonous Crimes!”
Stop Using Big Box Stores And Giving Money To People That Hate You. Make The Patriot Switch!
Red Voice Media would like to make a point of clarification on why we do not refer to any shot related to
COVID-19 as a "vaccine." According to the CDC, the definition of a vaccine necessitates that said vaccine have
a lasting effect of at least one year in preventing the contraction of the virus or disease it's intended to fight.
Because all of the COVID-19 shots thus far available have barely offered six months of protection, and even
then not absolute, Red Voice Media has made the decision hereafter to no longer refer to the Pfizer, Moderna, or
Johnson & Johnson substances as vaccinations.
Carson's Over-The-Counter Adderall Alternative Takes Market By Storm
You'll Never Think About Solar Panels Again After Seeing This (Watch)
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Carson's Over-The-Counter Memory Drug Triples Memory...
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With millions of people neurologically injured and killed by the mRNA gene modifier doses; with Pfizer
executives knowingly and willingly continuing the carnage, all executives should be arrested, jailed,
prosecuted and hung by the short drop method.
Pfizer employees have committed Crimes Against Humanity and violated stipulations of the Nuremberg
Code of 1947.
Crimes Against Humanity
Unlike war crimes, crimes against humanity can be committed ‘during peace’ or war.[2] They are not
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